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NO DUNG ON TAP THI THANG HANG VIEN CHirC HANH CHINH
TU. CAN SQ, NHAN VIEN LEN CHUYEN VIEN NAM 2017
MON NGOAI NGI:Jt TIENG ANH
(Ban heath kern theo QuyOt dinh so 1034 /QD-HDTTH VCHC ngay 14/6/2018
cita Hai clang Thi thong hong vi'en chtic hanh chinh)

I. Phu.Ong thire lam bah
- Thi sinh duce kiern tra k9 nang sir dung nen ngii, 1(9 nang doe, vi& mon ,TiEng
Anh, clang bai trac nghi6m khach, quan tit may vi tinh, mai cau hoi bao gam 04
phucrng an tra lai va chi có duy nhat m6t phucrng an dung.
- Thai gian lam bai: 60 phitt.
- Trinh dO Bac 2 (A2) theo Khung nang lye ngoai nga' 6 bac danh cho ViOt Nam ban
hanh kern theo Th6ng tu s6 01/2014/TT-BGDDT ngay 24/01/2014 dm BO Gido dye
va Dao tao.
H. Ni dung on lip:
1. Category:
1.1. Verbs and verb forms Ming tir vã dyng ciia dOng tir)
1.1.1 Verbs (D6ng tir):
- to be, to have, to do, to make...
1.1.2 Modal verbs (DOng tir khuyet thieu):
- can (ability now, request)
- could (ability in the past, possibility; polite request)
- should, shouldn't (advice)
- have to (must do smt)
1.1.3 Forms of verb (Cie dyng ciia dOng tir):
- Imperatives
- Infinitives (with and without to) after verbs and adjectives
- Gerunds (-ing form) after verbs and prepositions
1.2. Nouns (Danh tir)
- Singular and plural (regular and irregular forms)
- Countable and uncountable nouns with some and any
- Compound nouns
- Possesive case with 's & s'
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1.3. Adjectives (Tinh tir):
- Colors, size, shape, quality, nationality
- Cardinal and ordinal numbers
- Possessive: my, your, his, her, etc
- Quantitative: some, any, many, much, a few, a lot of every.
- -ing/ -ed
- Comparative, equality and superlative (regular and irregular)
1.4. Adverbs (Trung tit):
- Regular and irregular forms
- Manner (quickly, carefully, etc.)
- Frequency (often, never, twice a day, etc.)
- Definite time (already, just, yet, etc.)
- Degree (very, too.)
- Place (here, there, etc)
1.5. Pronouns (Dui tir):
- Personal (subject, object)
- Impersonal: it, there
- Demonstrative: this, that, these, those
- Indefinite: something, everybody, some, any, etc.
1.6. Articles (Mao tir/Quan tir):
- a/an + countable nouns
- the + countable/ uncountable nouns
1.7. Prepositions (Giori tir):
- Location: to, on, inside, next to, at (home), etc.
- Time: at, on, in, etc.
- Direction: to, into, out of from, etc.
- Instrument: by, with
- Prepositions following:
* adjectives: afraid of interested in...
* verbs: laugh at, ask for,etc.
1.8. Connectors (Ti nOi):
- and, but, although
- when, while, until, before, after, as soon as
- because, since, if
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1.9. Interrogatives (Tir holt):
- What, What (+ noun)
- Where, When
- Who, Whose, Which
- How; How much; How many; How often; How long.
- Why
2. Tenses (Cac thi/thiri):
- Present simple: states, habits, truths
- Present continuous: actions that are happening at present
- Present perfect simple:
* recent past with just
* indefinite past with never, ever (experience with ever, never)
* unfinished past with for, since
- Past simple: past events/ finished actions in the past
- Past 'continuous: actions that were happening at a specific moment in the past
- Future with going to: future plans
- Future with will
3. Conditional sentences (Cau dieu kien):
- Type 1: If + present simple, future simple
- Type 2: If + were/ V-ed, would/wouldn't... + V
4. Relative clauses (1VIenh de quan he):
- defining which, who, whom in relative clauses
5. Verb Patterns:
- Gerunds after prepositions
- Verbs followed by the gerund
(common only)
- Verbs followed by an infinitive
6. Passive voice (Can bi deing):
- Affarmative Passive of: Present Simple, Past Simple
7. Reading topics:
Cuec song, cong viec hang ngay, Cac hoat Ong giai tri, Th8 d8 Ha N0i, Giao thong,
Moi trtrang, Cac thanh tvu khoa hpe.
8. Sentence- structrures for rewriting:
- What + be + the price of + noun?
- How much + be + noun?/ How much + do/does + noun cost?
- show the way to, how to get to
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- have + noun, There + be + noun
- S + be + adj + pre. + V.
- S + V + adverb.
- spend time + V-ing
- It takes/took smb + time + to-V
- remember to-V, don't forget to-V
- like to-V/ V-ing
- be fond of/ keen on + V-ing
- To- V/ gerund + be + adj.
- It's + adj + to-V.
- too + adj/adv + to-V
- so + adj/adv + that + negative/ possitive
- adj/adv + enough + to-V
- Combine sentences by using relatives: who, whom, which...
- Conditional sentences.
- Present situation 4 Conditional sentence Type 2.
- Active 4 Passive
- Comparisons. c,it_

